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INTRODUCTION
The civil aircraft industry has been a consistent "economic winner" for the United States,
contributing positive trade balances year after year. In 1988, the U.S. enjoyed an aerospace trade
balance of $17.9 billion . Over 70 percent of that surplus can be attributed to the worldwide success
of U.S. civil aircraft, engines and parts.
Aside from its trade contributions, the civil aircraft industry contributes to the nation
through technology spinoff and a wide range of industrial technological capability. It provides
jobs for over 330,000 workers- approximately one-quarter of aerospace employment.
The commercial transport sector has been the strength of U.S. civil aircraft manufacturing in recent years. A record backlog and strong passenger growth projections indicate that will
continue. Increased shipments of piston rotorcraft in 1988 and an anticipated 1989 upturn in unit
sales of turbine helicopters- plus strong sales of business jets and single engine piston aircraft by
general aviation manufacturers - are other promising signs for the civil sector. This positive picture helps offset the less optimistic prospect for the aerospace defense sector. Until recently, U.S.
military orders provided the impetus for growth in the industry 's workload; however, civil orders
now drive backlog growth.
Civil aircraft industry prospects are good. But it would be a mistake for the United States
to assume that the industry 's market position is indefinitely assured. Foreign competition is strong
and growing. Other countries recognize the important role aerospace plays in developing a nation's industrial and technological capabilities. Aerospace, including civil aircraft manufacture,
contributes enormously to national economic well-being through technology spinoffs and a diffusion of technological capability to other industrial sectors. This awareness- combined with the
pressures of financing new aircraft and engine projects and of competing for sales in a growing
market that is now largely outside the United States- has fostered a global industry of many highly
capable players.
Civil aviation trade issues -particularly foreign government support of manufacturers have received considerable attention in recent years. In a number of instances, the fact that civil
aircraft manufacturers abroad receive direct government support influences the United States '
business position. But matters relating to U.S. policy and its implementation also have a strong
influence on U.S. civil aviation and U.S . civil aircraft manufacturers.
This paper is one in a series on civil aviation issues. The series is published in an effort
to look beyond present success and assure that a world-class U.S. civil aircraft industry remains
on the leading edge.
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NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT CONGESTION AND CAPACITY PROBLEMS:
THEIR IMPACT ON THE AVIATION INDUSTRY
SUMMARY

Constraints on U.S. airport system capacity directly affect the airlines and their customers by creating
delays, limiting access at critical airports, causing community environmental problems, and creating the perception that safety margins are decreasing. The costs to
the airlines of solving these problems are passed along to
customers in the price of their tickets. It is unclear what
the effect of these costs might be over the long term, but
it could be to adversely impact the business and personal
benefits of air travel through decreased air travel growth.
Even if demand is not reduced, regulations that require
early retirement of aircraft, reengining or engine modifications, or new onboard avionics for safer operation
may be imposed on aircraft operators before they are financially able to incorporate them.
U.S . aircraft manufacturers are also affected by
air system problems. It is their task to develop and apply
technology in a timely, cost-effective manner to meet
changing - but often uncertain - market needs. Congestion alone can restrain the now promising demand for
U.S. manufactured aircraft, or it could increase demand
for different sizes and types of aircraft.
The centerpiece of the Federal Government's
effort to modernize the U.S. airport and airway system is
the National Airspace System (NAS ) Plan , now three
years behind schedul e. Des pite anticipated improvements resulti ng from the NAS Plan, one recent study
indicates they will not add greatl y to the capacity of the
air traffic co ntrol (ATC) system. Aviation officials
believe that real capac ity increase can come onl y from
new airport construction. However, airport expansion is
being slowed both by a lack of fundin g and local community opposition. Today, only two ne w airports are in the
planning stage.
Airport and ai rway congesti on will clearl y be a
long-term problem req ui ring dedi cated efforts to arri ve
at a solution. Important to resolvi ng these proble ms is an
understanding of the diffic ul ties fac ing operators and
manu facturers of commercial jet transports, general av iation aircraft, and he licopte rs.

CONCLUSIONS
Taken together, the problems and costs associated
with the lack of capacity could impose unnecessary
restraints on the services being provided, on the
economy and on those sectors that depend upon air
carrier services.
To date, the effects of congestion on civil aviation
manufacturers have spurred demand for their products and services, e.g ., the purchase of larger aircraft. By 1999 thi s trend may reverse itself and demand could be curbed by the limitations imposed
by the transport system.
The most effective way to increase airport and
airway system capacity to the degree demanded by
the public is through the construction and expansion
of airports. So far, construction efforts have been
slowed by local opposition based on environmental
concerns of noi se, ground congestion and safety. In
many cases, over time, airports have become surrounded by noi se-sensitive residents and/or hemmed
in by neighboring communities . Funding is also a
problem.
There are 39 new runways which have been approved for construction between now and 1999, but
projected spending wi ll not be adequate to complete
the work. Central to the funding issue is the controversy surrounding the use of the Aviation Trust
Fund. A determination must be made as to who
should pay for A TC operations, A TC research and
deve lopment, and airport improvements and at what
amounts. Without additional capacity, air service
will be constrained and U.S. economic growth will
be affected accordingly.
Constraints in capacity may also indirectly lead to
re-regulation in the form of slot-allocation at airports.
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The primary problem facing airlines and manufacturers in meeting the public 's noise concerns is the
patchwork of community noise regulations and the
lack of a federal noise standard. An important
factor weighing on an airline's purchase or modification decision is the fact that even after being
modified with a hushkit, some aircraft have not
been accepted at certain airports because local
noise ordinances are at variance with those of other
communities. If airlines are to be required to make
a major investment in noise kits, there · must be
some guarantee that there will not be local discrimination against their planes.
The airport and airway system is complex and
actions taken to improve one facet of its operation
can have different and at times unforeseen consequences on other facets or locales. As a result of the
East Coast Plan, which restructured air routes ,
enroute noise has become an issue in some communities. The enroute noise problem could become
more widespread if the FAA implements routing
changes in other air corridors. However, enroute
noise levels generally are too low to cause concern
about public health and welfare, based on current
noise criteria established for di sturbing sleep and
speech.
Civil regulatory agencies in the United States and
in Europe are subjected to pressures to increase the
stringency (beyond stage 3) of the existing noi se
rules. These pressures are primarily the result of
adverse public reaction caused by the higher noise
levels of stage 2 airplanes that dominate the commercial fleet. Since there are no technologies on
the horizon which can lower engine noise beyond
stage 3, a move to adopt more stringent noise regulations will impede the design and development of
new and derivative aircraft. Such a move could
also disrupt the planned financial amortization of
the existing fleet. Given current projections, the
noi se situation around airports will improve significantly as stage 2 airplanes are replaced by quieter stage 3 airplanes. If noi se rules become more
stringent, the resulting costs incurred by the manufacturers and the airlines would in tum be passed on
to the travelling public. Since technology does not
currently exist to quiet aircraft beyond today 's
requirements, the public would pay these higher
costs without receiving significant noi se relief
benefits around airports.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Institute a national aviation policy which coordinates all aviation policy efforts.
Such a policy
should include the integration of state-level efforts
and set long-term goals for achieving an airport and
It
airway system that serves national needs.
should include long-term goals to lay out where the
airport and airway system should be headed, how
it should get there, and what the projected costs
will be.
Explore the possibilities of developing new approaches to planning and technology development
as they relate to the future national airspace system.
A broader system concept may facilitate the development and application of new technologies, rather
than developing technologies individually as needs
are identified. This would require an integrated approach to designing commercial air transportation
system requirements. Consequently, when new
technologies are introduced, all related subsystems
of the airspace system would be tied together and
updated accordingly -e.g. , new onboard technologies could be adapted to newly installed related
ground control systems.
Continue funding the Airport Improvement Program (AlP) and promote the development of citycenter heliports. The concept of wayports- airports
located away from populated areas and used as
transfer points for airlines - should be further
explored, as should the conversion or joint use of
military air bases by commercial traffic.
Dedicate a greater share of the Aviation Trust Fund
money for AlP projects. Once authorized, these
funds must be appropriated in full. Another option
to be explored is establishing a separate funding
mec hanism exclusively for airport work.
Encourage localities to accept airports in their
communities. Arguments should emphasize the
economic benefits that airports and air transport
generate. Also implement compatible land-use
policies near airports which allow for future airport expansion as well as mitigating noi se concerns.
Continue implementation - aggressively - of the
National Airspace System Plan.
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Adopt a national noise policy that would benefit
both the public and industry (manufacturers and
airlines). This policy should define appropriate
methods, and schedules for replacement of stage 2
airplanes, or their conversion to stage 3. The
useful life of stage 3 aircraft should be protected.
Collect and assess additional information regarding enroute noise before taking legislative action.
Conduct cooperative fact-finding studies by
the FAA, NASA, the manufacturers, and the airlines concerning this issue. Determine whether
there is any need for rule making.

•

More stringeflt noise limits should not be proposed
until it has been established that there is a need and
that quieter aircraft are technically and economically feasible. The government should support
noise research, keep informed of the state-of-theart in engine noise reduction technology, and

monitor the impact of noise on the population so
that future noise regulations will continue to be realistic and effective.
Determine the total financial burden that new
noise and technology requirements impose on
aircraft operators and schedule compliance timetables in such a way as to allow operators to digest
the costs without suffering undue financial strain.
Once FAA-mandated equipment has been certified, airlines should be given enough time to equip
their fleets with the new equipment in an efficient
manner, i.e., installing the equipment during routine maintenance schedules.
More flexibility should be factored into the development schedules of suppliers who are developing
and producing state-of-the-art technology.
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There is w idespread agreement among the aviation industry and the trave lling public that current airport
and airway overcrowding poses a seriou s problem. Since
the U.S. airport and airway system is fully integrated into
the fabric of the nat ional economy , its ability to transport
people and goods at reasonable prices and without de lays
is instrumental in spurring domestic economic growth.
The continuing ri se in the demand for air service unde rscores thi s importance - in 1978, 278 million passe ngers
boarded at U.S. airports; during 1986 thi s number rose to
415 million; by 1999 the figure is projected to reach 714
million. 1 Those directly dependent on the airport and
ai rway system include bus iness and personal trave llers,
airline and small aircraft operators, airport operators and
personne l, aircraft and related systems and parts manufacturers, and the aeronautic al servi ces . Also affected are
the vac ation industry and compani es who use air se rvice
for cargo and package deliveri es. Because the airport and
airway system is so vital to U .S. commerce, its grow ing
congestion has se riou s economic implications for the
nation.

pression that followed deregul ation , could be enormous.
In tum , congestion could restrain the now promising demand fo r U.S. manufactured aircraft and impose unnecessary brakes on the econom y.
An assessment of congestion 's effect on the
airlines and the aircraft manufacturing industry cannot
re ly upon a precise cause and effec t relationship. Airline deci s ions to purchase or modify aircraft are based
on multipl e economic criteria; congestion-related factors are onl y part of the equation . Complicating the
issue is the fact that aircraft product deve lopment cycles
are relatively long, and changing economic conditions
and other factors make it difficult to project the needs of
the trave lling public into the nex t century. Nevertheless, it is poss ible to draw some conclu sions regarding
areas where appropriate policy implementat ion will
prov ide an environment for so lutions.

Ai•·port and Airway Congestion - The Problem
Pivotal players within the airport and a irway
system are the commerci al aircraft and eng ine manufacturers whose products and services provide the means of
transport. The manufac turers' ability to meet the needs of
their airline customers , and ultimately of the public, by
developing and appl ying techno logy in a time ly and costeffective manner is complicated by the sys tem 's lack of
capacity. This lack of capacity creates market uncertainty
and has the potential for adversely impac ting future sa les.
By creating de lays, decreasing safety margin s, limiting
access to certain a irports, and contributing to community
noi se problems, congestion a lso inconveniences the public and increases costs to the airlines. These cos ts are
passed along to customers through hi gher ti cket prices
and delays. If costs decrease the demand for air service,
the airlines will experience reduced profits and be less
able to invest in the aircraft necessary to serve the public.
Even if dem and is not adverse ly affected in the short tem1,
regulati ons th at req uire premature retirement of a irc raft,
reeng ining or eng ine mod ificati ons, or install ation of new
onboard avionics fo r safer operation may be imposed on
operators befo re they are financially pre pared to inco rporate them. The impac t Ol} the airline industry, which has
recovered in recent years from the severe financial de-

There are more than 5,000 public airports in the
United States and most can se rvice the public without
difficulty. Congestion occurs only at some of the very
larges t hubs - the 50 busiest ai rports that handle 80
percent of a ll airline hoardings - and except during bad
weather, they ex peri ence problems only during certain
hours." Unfortunate ly , when congestion occurs at a
number of key locations, delays can be transmitted
throughout the air transportati on network.
Since the Airline Deregul ati on Act of 1978 which ph ased out control s on air fares and trave l routes
- fare prices have dropped and air traffic has increased
dramatically. As a result, delays are now a common
occ urrence . During 1986, the Federal Aviation Admini strati on (FAA) reported an ave rage delay of greater
than e ight minutes per operation at II airports. By
1996, the FAA expec ts that number to include 29 ai rports.' The FAA estim ates that delays in 1986 cost the
sched ul ed air ca rriers and their passenge rs up to $5
billion.4
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The increasing demand for air service is not
expected to abate in the near future. Domestic enplanements are forecast to increase by 4.6 percent annually
between 1987-1999, reaching 714 million. 5 An FAA
listing ofthe 29 largest hubs shows that all are expected
to experience increased traffic by the year 2000 and
activity at 12 will climb by over I 00 percent. 6 The
Transportation Research Board, using revenue passenger miles as their unit of measurement, has made preliminary projections indicating that, by 2050, air traffic
should increase from two to six times that experienced
during 1986. 7

can cost $3 billion to build and take anywhere from I 0 to
20 years to complete. The United States has not opened
a major airport since Dallas-Fort Worth in 1973. Only
two airports are planned for the future - one in Denver,
Colorado and one in Austin, Texas- and the Denver effort
is being slowed because of disagreements between the
city and the air carriers who currently use Denver's
existing facility.

Inadequate Solutions

Airport and airway congestion, it appears, will be
a long-term problem. An understanding of the burdens
imposed upon the airlines and aircraft manufacturers by
congestion should provide insight into the necessity for
renewed policy efforts, appropriate levels of funding and
a reasonably paced imposition of change in aircraft and
engine technical standards. In the following pages , the
impact of congestion-related change on manufacturers
and ope rators of large commercial transports, general
aviation aircraft and helicopters are examined.

The centerpiece of the Federal Government 's
effort to modernize the U.S. airport and airway system
is the National Airspace System (NAS) Plan.The NAS
Plan, launched in 1981 , is made up of 90 projects. Its
primary focus is the creation of an Advanced Automation System - a computer system which will allow air
traffic controllers to monitor aircraft, flight routes ,
weather, congestion , etc. , all on one color-coded screen.
Along w ith thi s effort, the Federal Government is directing the Airport Improvement Program (AlP) to
upgrade and expand the nation 's existing airports.
Due to the technical complexity of the NAS
Plan, as we ll as difficulties in obtaining congressionally
authorized fund ing, vario us projec ts are, on average,
three years beh ind schedule. 8 In addition, although the
Plan wi ll make the air traffic co ntrol (ATC) system
more efficient, a recent Congressional Budget Office
report concluded that it wo uld not add greatl y to the
capacity of air traffic control. The Government's AlP
effort is al so being held up . Airport ex pansion is being
slowed by a lack of funding and by local opposition concerned about the environment. Funding problems are
due in part to question s concerning how money in the
Av iati on Trust Fund should be spent. * As a res ult of the
di sagreements money has not been spent.
All av iation officials be lieve that real capacity
increases can come only fro m the constructi on of new
airports. Former FAA Adm ini strator Allan McArtor
stated that the nation needs up to 12 new airports ove r
the next 20 years. Unfortunately, the construction of
new ai rports is mov ing ve ry slowly. Major new airports

*

T he T rust Fu nd is supported by aviati on use r fees and fu e l taxes .
It is set up to support ATC operations, AT C research and developme nt. and AlP ac ti viti es.

IMPACT OF CAPACITY PROBLEMS
ON AIRLINE OPERA TORS AND AIRCRAFT
MANUFACTURERS

COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTS
Some of the issues that arise with respect to the
impact of congestion on the manufacturers and operators
of commercial jet passenger aircraft include:
the need for new avionic systems to improve flight
safety in heavily travelled skies ;
the impact of community noi se rules; and
the demand for larger capacity aircraft to service
busy airports .

New Technology Requirements - In order to maintain
safety and improve fli ght efficiency to relieve congestion, the FAA is pursuing new technologies with industry
in the field of avionics. Two technologies are particularily important to the FAA - Traffic Alert and Colli sion
Avoidance Systems (TCAS) and Microwave Landing
Systems (MLS ). (ModeS is the other major technology
being pursued by the FAA.)
Although the International Civil Aviation Organi zation (ICAO) has not yet endorsed TCAS , the FAA
does require that all commercial aircraft (larger than 30
passengers) flyin g in the United States be fitted with
TCAS II by 199 1. All TCAS versions (I, II , and III ) will
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link with transponders on near-by ai rcraft to provide
pilots with a dot display of aircraft locations. TCAS II
and III will also provide pilots with advisory commands
which will enable pilots to initiate maneuvers for avoiding an accident. TCAS may also be used to reduce
airflight separations, thereby increasing the number of
landings at a g iven airport and increasi ng capacity.
TCAS II costs approximately $ 125,000 per aircraft. 9
The total cost to airlines for acquiring , installing, and
training flight crews on TCAS could reach $500 million.1 0
The FAA is also attempting to replace the current Instrument Landing System (ILS) with MLS. MLS
became the official international guidance landing standard in 1978. The ILS limits aircraft landing runs to a
si ngle straight-in approach; the MLS permits multiple
curved approaches. MLS should help relieve congestion
by providing greater landing flexibility , while also providing a noi se-reduction advantage by allowing airlines
to approach airports over less-populated areas. The transition date from ILS to MLS is 1998, established by the
ICAO. Nevertheless, opposition aimed at delaying MLS
is strong. Airline operators claim that the increasing cost
of MLS and the recent enhancements of ILS make the
MLS capabilities less important. The cost to airlines of
installing the system is estimated by the Air Transport
Association (AT A) to be up to $500,000 per aircraft. 11
The General Accounting Office projects that airlines
will have to spend about $5 billion to eq uip the ir ai rcraft.1 2
The install ation of TCAS , MLS and similiar
technologies will increase air safety and add limited
capacity. They will also impose costs on aircraft operators. Older aircraft mi ght have to be prematurely retired
because the added cost of installing these sys tems may
not be justified based on the projected economic return
of the aircraft. Also, airlines mi ght have to adjust the ir
strategic pl anning budgets to accommodate the costs of
adding the technology to their fleets.
The FAA es timates that the ir TCAS ruling will
affect 3,364 existing U.S . transports and an additional
3, I 00 that are ex pected to be added by the year 2003 . 13
For airframe makers, the inclusion of new avionic systems into their production lines is not a problem when
suffi cient lead-times are set (genera ll y about 15 months).
Current FAA timetables for TCAS provide that leadtime; no FAA compliance dates have been set for MLS.
U.S. avionics suppliers, on the other hand, may face

problems getting their products tested and installed by
FAA deadlines. MLS is already two years behind FAA
development schedules due to software coding complications. In the case of TCAS , the production lines of
suppliers are not expected to be ready until late 1989,
limiting the time allowed airlines to outfit their fleets.
Instead of following their preferred maintenance schedules to get the work done , large carriers will have to
contract the work out and take additional carriers off
flight service to meet the deadline. This increases aircraft
downtime and increases costs. Furthermore, si nce TCAS
is new, many in the industry believe that more testing is
needed before full compliance should be required; consequently, congressional deadlines should be pushed
back. It has been recommended that the technology
should be phased in over time. In this way, if flaws are
uncovered, only a few aircraft will need adjustments
instead of the entire U.S. fleet.
Industry is also investigating technologies, which
if applied, would give aircraft operators greater capability and control of their aircraft. Examples of such
technologies include system s which: relay mai ntenance,
perf01mance and position data for real-time, uninterrupted communication via satellite for use by ATC and
the a irlines; and allow navigation/guidance performance
surveillance via sate llite position determination for
compari son against on-board systems. A critical question fac ing avionics developers is how to adapt these advancements to the emerging air transport system. Currentl y, if a NAS req uirement need arises and the required
techno logy is avai lable, the NAS is selectively upgraded
to deal with the specific deficienc y. Thi s kind of environment limits the effectiveness of adapting more forwardlooking technologi es which need integration with other
parts of the NAS subsystem to perforn1 at thei r full potential.

The Noise Issue - Impact of Community Noise Rules
Noise is both a cause and a sy mptom of the congestion problem. Tod ay more than 400 U.S. and 60
European airports have instituted noi se reduction rul es
which restrict fli ght operations. Some restri ctions limit
the time of day that aircraft can use their facility , e.g.,
Nat ional Airport in Washington D.C. allows only 13
flights between 10 p.m. and 7 a. m. While loweri ng noi e
levels, these ac tions may add to the co ngesti on problem
by forcing airlines to schedule the ir landings during the
more congested daylight hours. The noise iss ue is also
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the foremost environmental issue used to resist the construction of new airports and the expansion of existing faci lities which would add to capacity. On the other hand,
congestion has created additional noise problems. For
example, the rerouting of North-East corridor air traffic to
provide more efficient routes resulted in increased overfl ights and noi se problems for suburban communities in
New York and New Jersey.

The Effect of New Noise Rules on Engine Development
-Aircraft noi se has always been a major design consideration for both engine and airframe manufacturers. The
airframe contributes to the total noise problem, particularly during aircraft approach when landing gear and flaps
are extended. There is currently debate concerning how
much noi se the airframe generates and what can and
should be done to reduce thi s problem .

Currently, airports have the authority to draft thei r
own noise standard s and set up internal noi se meas urement schemes. The FAA has not taken a position on the
proliferation of individual noi se rulings nationwide, althou gh U.S. authoirties are considering proposals drafted
by the U .S. Industry Task Force on Airport Capacity
Improvement and Delay Reduction. Similar proposals are
being considered by European officials. All of these
proposals wou ld set noi se standards which 71 perce nt of
the world fleet and 63 percent of the U.S. narrow-bodied
fleet currentl y do not meet. 1 ~· 15 These aircraft are considered stage 2 based on noise standards agreed to by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the
FAA ."' Most av iation official s ex pect the passage of
federal noise regulations in concurrence with these proposals by 1990. The dates selected to phase out stage 2
aircraft could force fleet operators to prematurely retire
their affected aircraft, modify their engines, or have new
engines installed. It has been projected that the cost to
airlines of replacing current stage 2 ai rcraft would be $75
bill ion. 16 Since the airline industry is very diverse, airlines
will be affected differently and thei r choice of ac ti on wi ll
be based on economics.

From the engine standpoint, during the initial
engine development phase, manufacturers do commit a
significant amount of time and expense testing and developing noi se reduction designs. The high bypass engine,
which made powerplants more fuel efficient, also made
them significantly quieter because it reduced the noise
associated with the high velocity exhaust of the jet. As a
result, the fan and/or other turbomachinery components
of the eng ine became the major contributors to noi se. Indu stry and government agencies have committed substanti al resources over the last 15 years to develop methods to reduce the noi se levels of these sources. Successful application of thi s technology includes the use of
acoustical treatment (liners), increased numbe r of fan exit
guide vanes, increased spacing between the fan rotor and
the ex it guide vanes, and the increase of the inlet blow-in
doors. Some of these noi se reduction features increase
we ight, drag, manufac turing complexity and cost, and
therefore they decrease eng ine system performance. The
spec ifi c doll ar amount that noi se reduction features add to
the final price of the aircra ft cannot be dete rmined . The
design process is one in which all engine requirements are
integrated - thru st, weight, fuel consumption, emi ssion ,
stability , produceability, and noi se - and it is next to
impossible to separate out the cost of each particular requirement.

The financ ially weaker airlines could be forced
out of business . This situation would reduce the number
of fl ight service competitors in operation and co uld result
in h igher ticket prices. C urrently, stage 3 aircraft are not
being purchased as replacements for noi sier stage 2 aircraft, bu r as fl eet additions, because of increasing passe nger demand . Stage 2 aircraft are being left in serv ice. As
a res ul t, the premature retirement of aircraft could in turn
red uce passenge r capacity. Whate ve r steps the airlines
take to abide by ne w noi se regu lations, the ir response will
directl y impact the engine and airframe manufacturers.

*

In conjunction w ith ICAO'sagreements, the FAA establi shed ai rcraft
noise ru les fo r U.S. fl ights under the headings stage I , stage 2 and stage
3. Each.successi ve stage represents a qu ieter aircraft standard . A ircra ft
noise includes both airf rame and engine noise. Stage I aircraft are
banned in the Un ited States; the c urrent deba te concern s ph as ing out
stage 2 aircraft.

The poss ibility of new, mandated, lower noi se
limits for airplanes presents problems for manufacture rs
because the body of noi se reduc tion technology is now
reasonably mature. There is concern within the industry
that standards co uld be established that cannot be met by
current noi se redu ction tec hno logy .* The achievement of
stage 3 noi se limits requires the best currently available
noise reduction tec hnology for new aircraft and their
derivatives. Small improvements in noi se reduction tec hnology that have occ urred since the adoption of the
ex isting stage 3 noi se stand ard , are applied to allow de-

*

A s noted in recent industry (ICCA IA ) and FAA workin g papers to
ICAO's Comm ittee on Av iation Environmental Protecti on Working
Group I (third mee ti ng held in Bern e, Sw itzerl and on Jan uary 18-20,
1989.
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rivative airplanes to meet the current noise limits. Aircraft that will be powered by the highly fuel efficient new
propulsors- i.e, propfans, the unducted fan, and the ultra
high bypass ratio engine- are expected to have noise levels comparable to those of recent stage 3 airplanes.
Future supersonic and hypersonic airplanes will
be most likely powered by powerplants different from
today 's engines. It is, therefore, too early to set or dictate
rigid noise limits. However, the goal is to meet the stage
3 noise limits. Complicating the noise problem is the fact
that some local airports have used a variety of noise
measurement procedures to apply restrictive noise limits
which appear to be lower than the stage 3 limits. These
varying local noise regulations can be met only by constraining the airplane operation to less than design capability, including reduced thrust and reduced payload and/
or range.
The current public outcry regarding enroute noise
creates another problem that manufacturers may not be
capable of solving. The East Coast Plan (ECP) was
implemented to redesign flight routes to provide greater
efficiency and help control crowded airways. (The FAA
is considering similiar plans for the Los Angeles and
Chicago areas.) As a result of the ECP, air carriers have
saved $80,000 a day, 17 but concurrently, the Plan has
increased flights over some New Jersey suburbs, prompting residents to complain about noise. Both the FAA and
the engine manufacturers agree that not enough is yet
known about the problem to merit specific action. The
FAA is conducting a study of the issue. In some cases , the
agency has discovered that the problem does not concern
noise, but rather, the invasion of privacy.

The Effect of New Noise Rules on Engine and Aircraft
Sales - As has been noted, new regulations calling for a
halt in operation of stage 2 aircraft will increase the
financial burden on airline operators by forcing some
operators to prematurely retire, reengine, or modify
engines of existing aircraft. In short, noise requirements
add costs without adding revenue. The first result of new
regulations would be to alter the evaluation of newversus-used equipment. By raising the costs of continuing to operate older planes, these regulations make thereplacement of these aircraft more attractive. At the same
time, a dramatic change in noise regulations might dampen
sales of new airplanes by wiping out residual values of
stage 2 aircraft held by airlines and leasing companies.
Appraisal experts expect a drop in value of stage 2 aircraft
of up to 60 percent over the next five years. 18 Such

declines in asset values will make it more difficult for
some financially weaker airlines to finance new aircraft.
Modifications of older aircraft will create a new
market for various manufacturers. Such modifications
· will extend the life of some aircraft by providing quieter
engines with improved fuel efficiencies. On the other
hand, the demand for new aircraft requiring new engines
may suffer. Currently, 3,550 aircraft operating in Europe
and the United States do not satisfy the requirements for
stage 3. 19 The average life of these aircraft is 15.6 years,
with almost 30 percent (I ,000) having performed merely
I 0 years of service or less. 20 * The question that airlines
must ask is whether extending the life of their older
planes will result in revenues which balance the added
costs of buying a hushkit or reengining an aircraft. The
answer, based on an airline ' s financial standing and route
strategy, will determine the actual number of units which
will be converted versus retired. This situation is complicated by the fact that some airports have not accepted
hushkits . Recently , the San Francisco International
Airport banned a Burlington Air Express hushkit-equipped
Boeing 707. Some manufacturers are expected to price
hushkits between $1-2 million for a DC-9 and 737. 21 A
reengine program will cost more. The total conversion
cost for a DC-9 is estimated to be $8 million. 22 Rolls
Royce estimates that the reengine market could include
up to I ,700 aircraft. 23

The Demand for Larger Aircraft
Since deregulation, U.S. airlines have fashioned
their fleets around smaller aircraft, a trend that made Boeing's 737 series (100- 150 passengers) the world's best
selling jetliner. This aircraft size worked well in the hubspoke environment that developed , because its relatively
low purchase price and operating costs allowed airlines
to augment their fleets and increase their departure frequency at hubs.
To increase capacity at crowded hubs , airlines
are now altering their fleet mix by adding larger aircraft
to transport a greater number of people per flight. This
trend is also prompted by the growth in Pacific Rim
traffic, which requires aircraft that can accommodate
long-range travel. Manufacturers' order books reflect
the move toward larger aircraft. Orders (both confi1med

*

Today, many commercial aircraft are still in service after 25
years.
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and options) for Boeing aircraft that carry over 150
passengers have increased since 1985 with a dramatic
climb occurring in 1987. From 1981 through 1984
orders averaged 39 per year, between 1985 and 1987
they averaged 125.24 Statistics collected by the A vmark
Aviation Economist covering orders from 1978 to 1987
demonstrate that 1987 was a record year for total widebody orders. 25
Several factors will determine the transitional
pace from smaller to larger aircraft. If fuel prices rise
dramatically, operators wi ll have an incentive to retire
their older planes for newer, more fuel efficient models.
Also, if tougher noise regulations are enacted, airlines
will be prompted to purchase new, quieter models. In
both cases, larger replacements would probably be purchased. In addition, if an air carrier dominates a hub, it
faces less competition and therefore less incentive to
increase departure frequencies (which passengers favor)
based on smaller aircraft. Consequently, such a carrier
may be more inclined to move towards larger aircraft
than other airlines who are fighting to maintain passenger demand . A final factor is the economy. If an
economic downturn occurs and passenger traffic drops,
airlines will be forced to cut costs and the retirement of
older smaller planes is one option .
The move into larger-capacity ai rcraft should
continue. At the 21st Technical Conference of the International Airline Transportation Association all three
commercial transport manufacturers agreed that hi gher
capacity aircraft would be the future trend. Boeing 's Director of Market Research, T homas Craig, said that half
of all seats deli vered between 1994 and 2000 would be
in long-range airplanes seating more than 300 passe ngers.
To meet this demand, transport manufacturers
are designing airplanes which , in most cases, will accommodate more travellers than the aircraft they are
expected to replace. Engi ne manufacturers are complementing thi s effort by designing larger thrust, quieter
powerplants. The two U.S . large airframe manufacturers, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas, are stretching their
current models for the 1990s and evaluating the introduction of much larger derivati ves fo r service into the
year 2000. Boeing, for example, is considering whether
to offer aircraft featuring increased speed or greater capacity. A supersonic transport called the High Speed
Civil Transport (HSCT) is being studied by Boeing and
McDonnell Douglas as part of a National Aeronautics

and Space Administration project. The HSCT could be
developed for service by the year 2000 and reduce
current flight times of between 10-14 hours by up to 75
percent. One model shows a Mach 2-3 aircraft carrying
250 passengers. This concept is being examined against
the development of an enlarged 747, designated the 747XXX, which would accommodate 100-150 more passengers than the existing 747-300. McDonnell Douglas
is studying the merits of one or two versions of its MDII. It may produce a Medium Range Stretch (MRS) and
later introduce a derivative called the Super Stretch
(which would have the same capacity as the MRS but
greater range), or it may bypass the MRS and move di rectly into the Super Stretch.
Larger aircraft will not alter the travelling public 's environment while flying. The biggest impact will
occur after the plane lands. Passengers generally move
through the disembarkation procedure in a crowd and,
when several large airplanes arrive consecutively, the
crowd sizes increase accordingly; if not adequately
managed, del ays will result.
Today 's airports should not have difficulty
handling fleet s of larger aircraft. As required, modifications to accqmmodate newer transports have been made.
Nevertheless, some airports have special limitations
unique to their situation which constrain ai rplane design
options. Service for the HSCT will necessitate airport
modifications. Its height may necess itate new service
vehicles and its longer wheelbase would require changes
of taxiway turn fillet areas . Strengthened runways
would also be required.

REGIONAL AND GENERAL AVIATION
Some of the issues related to congestion which
impact the regional and general aviation industry include:
airport access and costs; and
the need for new avionic systems to improve
fli ght sa fety in heav il y travel led skies.

Airport and airway congestion is a leadi ng iss ue
fo r both regional and ge neral av iation industries. Regional airlines fly scheduled short-haul (160 miles)
routes, connecting outlying business travellers to the
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major airlines at hub centers. General aviation aircraft
typically are used for unscheduled busi ness and recreational short-haul flights. Since their load factors are
traditionally lower than those of larger transports, new
costs must be spread over relatively fewer seats. Consequently, added costs due to congestion-related factors
will have an immediate impact on these cost-sensitive air
carriers.

Airport Access - There have been efforts to limit the
landings of regional and general aviation aircraft at airports as a means of reducing congestion. Both government and private initiatives have been undertaken.
The Massachu setts Port Authority (Massport)
effort at Boston 's Logan Airport is a recent example of a
private initiative. On Jul y I , 1988 Masspo rt authorities
imposed a sliding scale of fee charges which raised
landing fees while lowering the dollar per pound costs per
aircraft. These charges fell proportionally higher on
smaller airplanes than on larger aircraft. (The landing fee
for a Boeing 747 dec lined by 52 percent , while the fee for
a Cessna 402 increased by 264 percent. )2 6 Thi s policy was
enacted to increase passenger throughput by discouraging smaller aircraft. Similar fee structures are being considered by other major ai rports. In December 1988, the
U.S. Department of Transportation ruled th at the Massport fee structure was illegal and threatened to cut off
airport grant money if the policy was not revoked. Massport immediatel y lifted the fee structure, but is appealing
the ruling in court. An economic study conducted by the
Regional Airline Association (RAA) concluded that if the
Mass port plan continued, smaller aircraft would have
been forced to raise their fares up to 24 percent to cover
the higher landing costsY This would result in a decline in air trave l business of almost 250,000 passengers
annually. 2R Economics suggest that if such policies were
instituted on a regional or national basis, declining small
airc raft service would htut not just the public served but
aircraft sales as well.

In 1969, the Federal Government permitted four
airports - Chicago-O'Hare, Washington-National , New
York-JFK, and New York-LaGuardia- to implement a
slot allocation method to control landings to increase
safety. The slot method is not conside red a major constraint on general av iation or reg ion al aircraft traffic
because the meas ures mandate that a spec ific number of
slots be set as ide for both categories of operators. The
FAA is not planning to ex tend slot control s to other
facilities under current conditions.

New Technology -One equipment change facing general.aviation operators is the need to equip their aircraft
with TCAS . In January 1989, the FAA stated that
carriers with 30 or fewer seats would have to install
TCAS I within six years. Prices for TCAS I may be set
near $30,000 per aircraft, though the equipment is not
yet available. 29 The potential market for TCAS I will
include over 220,000 ai rcraft. 30 Installation costs will
have a significant initial impact on the industry, but sales
deci sions for new ai rcraft - which have been relatively
low since the late 1970s - should not be affected.
For reg ionals the cost w ill be more expensive.
The RAA projects that installation could run as high as
$250,000 for reg ional aircraft.·" Larger aircraft will be
required to install TCAS II within three years. Many air
carriers will have to weigh the economic benefits between retiring older planes versus installing the equipment. The U.S. regional fl eet numbers approximately
I ,900.-12 The installation ofTCAS II on regionals w ill be
complicated since they have small cockpits and their
aircraft models are less standardized than large transports.

Other Issues (Noise and New Designs) -Noise is generally not an issue with regional or general aviation operators, since nei ther group is dominated by jet aircraft.
However, general aviation operators are concerned that
a blanket stage 2 noi se ban will be implemented. The
noi se classifications fo r general av iation aircraft versus
larger commercial transports are different and stage 2
general av iation aircraft are quieter than many stage 2
large transports.
Conges tion should not al ter the operating strateg ies of either category of aircraft and as such , aircraft
designs should not change dramat ically. General aviation aircraft serv ice mostly secondary ai rports; their
share of traffi c at the m ajor U.S. hubs is only 12
percent.'-' In fact , general aviation is promoting its
point-to-point serv ice, its avo idance of congested hubs,
and its on-time record in a major marketing effort no w
underway . Currently there are no trends towards purchasing larger aircraft. For reg ionals, there is also no
move towards larger aircraft based on capacity considerations. Their mi ssion is to develop outl yi ng markets
and thi s strategy is not economi call y fea ible by introduci ng larger ai rcraft into small com munities. Reg ionals will continue to feed the major airlines at hubs and
therefore there is a mov e towards faster planes to help
meet connec ting schedules. The recent introduction of
the SAAB 200 aircraft featured its increased speed.
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COMMERCIAL HELICOPTERS
Some of the issues related to congestion which
impact the helicopter industry include:
o

the need for new avionic systems to improve
flight safety in heavily travelled skies;

o

the need for a system of city-center heliports; and

o

the introduction of new models of rotorcraft.

The helicopter industry believes that it can provide some solutions to the congestion problem by enhancing its role of transporting passengers from downtown to airports, as well as from heliport to heliport.
Conseq uentl y, the growing capac ity problem at hubs
should provide an opportunity for the industry.

New Technology -The inability of the FAA and industry to determ ine what congestion/safety related avionic
systems should be requ ired on rotorcraft is viewed as a
potential problem facing the industry. Because of its
unique operating environment, the needs of helicopters
are different than those offixed-wi ng aircraft. Technology currently being explored for fixed-wing applications (e.g. , TCAS , MLS) do not adapt we ll to rotorcraft.
N ew Heliports -Compared to fixed -wi ng aircraft, helicopters are more expensive to operate, consequently to
compete they must capital ize on their convenience and
time saving capabilities. This makes the existence of
city-center heliport systems vital to the industry 's future growth. Currently, such a system does not exist and
progress has been slowed by the public's concern over
safety and noise. The FAA is promoting the development of city-center heliports thro ugh its National Prototy pe Heliport Demonstration and Development Program. The FAA is planning to budget $2 billion for construction of heliports into the next century .34
New Models - Several new models of rotorcraft are
being explored as possible products for the mid-l990s
and beyond. The Very Large Civil Transport (VLCT)
is one concept being studied by industry to address the
capac ity problem. The initial versions of the VLCT are
expected to carry between 75-100 passengers and could
be available by 1999. Another concept is the tiltrotor,
which has rotors that can be tilted into a vertical position
for lift-off and then positioned horizontally for cruising. Two recent studies have concluded that derivatives

of the V -22 (the military tiltrotor prototype) could be
economically feasible for short-haul activities if vertiports and appropriate air traffic control systems are
built. * The tiltrotor could capture 10 million of the
projected 120 million passengers who are expected to fly
through the New York City area annually by the year
2000. 35 A recent government forecast suggests that a
demand could exist for 1,200 tiltrotors by the year
2000. 36 Commercial versions probably will not be available until 1995. Nevertheless , there are questions concerning the tiltrotor' s commercial viability due to its
high purchase price and operating costs. A third but
longer term concept is the X-wing aircraft, which uses
helicopter blades for lift and then positions those blades
into a locked X-shaped configuration for cruising. This
concept is being explored by NASA and the industry, but
the technology necessary for such flight has not been
adequately developed. If successful, the X-wing should
provide higher cruising speeds than the tiltrotor.

Other Issues (Noise) - New noise standards for civil
helicopters became effective in February 1988. These
regulations were in line with ICAO standards and therefore only a one-time certification is required for overseas
marketing. Progress in helicopter noise reduction is due
in part to the cooperation between the FAA, NASA, and
industry in setting up the National Rotorcraft Noise Research Program in 1982.

Summary
The technical problems and tradeoffs associated
with each industry sector's role in the airport and airway
sys tem are considerable, as are the costs. At the same
time, there are solutions. What is needed is a long term
and comprehensive approach to planning that will generate the best possible solutions.

*

The difference between heliports and vertiports is one of mission;
vertiports are for tiltrotor aircraft ; heliports support helicopters.
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